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Abstract: Visualizing building assets within building information modeling (BIM) offers significant
opportunities in facility management as it can assist the maintenance and the safety of buildings.
Nevertheless, taking decisions based on 3D visualization remains a challenge since the high density
of spatial information inside the 3D model requires suitable visualization techniques to achieve the
visual task. The occlusion is ubiquitous and, whilst solutions already exist such as transparency, none
currently solve this issue with an automatic and suitable management of the camera. In this paper,
we propose the first RESTful web application implementing a 3D viewpoint management algorithm
and we demonstrate its usability in the visualization of assets based on a BIM model for visual
counting in facility management. Via an online questionnaire, empirical tests are conducted with
architects, the construction industry, engineers, and surveyors. The results show that a 3D viewpoint
that maximizes the visibility of 3D geometric objects inside the viewport significantly improves the
success rate, the accuracy, and the certainty of a visual counting task compared to the traditional four
side points of view (i.e., from the front, back, left, and right viewpoints). Finally, this first validation
lays the foundation of future investigations in the 3D viewpoint usability evaluation, both in terms of
visual tasks and application domains.
Keywords: building information modeling; computer maintenance management system; facility
management; assets; 3D geovisualization; 3D viewpoint; occlusion; usability; selectivity purpose;
visual counting

1. Introduction
1.1. Context
Whilst initially employed within the Architecture, Engineering and Construction industry (AEC)
as a new way for simplifying the design of a facility and simulating the construction sequencing [1,2],
building information modeling (BIM) has recently been extended to facility management (FM) as
a powerful tool for improving the building performance and managing its maintenance and safety
throughout its lifetime [3]. Defined as the organizational function that encompasses people, place,
and process within the built environment (ISO 41011:2017), FM is crucial to maximize the lifespan of
the building and its equipment [4], and, if properly managed, it can save significant annual costs [5].
Moreover, its early incorporation in the design phase can also facilitate maintenance during the
operational stage of facilities [6].
Within the FM industry, 3D spatial data visualization is fundamental as it enhances the presentation
of information, improves communication among stakeholders, enables spatial and spatiotemporal
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analyses not feasible to realize in 2D, and assists decision-making in assets management [7–9].
For instance, it can facilitate the analysis of spatial relationships in work orders (for planning
maintenance activities) or failure root cause detection (e.g., temperature control issues) [10,11]. With
this in mind, an innovative BIM interactive collaboration system for facility management has been
newly proposed in [12]. While this system integrates both a data arrangement and presentation module,
the authors point out that it still lacks automation and assistance in data visualization. This is especially
true for occlusion management, since the high density and complexity of assets to be displayed make
the representativeness of features and their spatial relationships more complex, making the use of the
3D model potentially less effective [13,14].
To date, 3D BIM software (such as Autodesk Revit, Graphisoft Constructor, and Bentley
Architecture [15]) already provides tools to manage occlusion by the display of a subset of assets, the
application of transparency, the wireframe modeling, and/or through multiple viewports. For instance,
the reduction of assets lightens the 3D model, while the application of transparency and the wireframe
modeling enhance the visibility of assets that spatially interact with each other. Then, the 3D model is
usually visualized through a set of default software viewpoints: Top-down, side, and at 45 degrees.
While this occlusion-solving procedure significantly reduces the occlusion, it does not guarantee that
all of the assets of interest are simultaneously visible, which is the prerequisite for any visual analysis
or decision-making.
1.2. Viewpoint Management Algorihtm
Hence, we have designed and implemented a 3D viewpoint management algorithm in [16,17]
which automates and supplies complete visibility of a set of 3D objects (extracted from spatial and/or
semantical queries) within a 3D model. As a reminder, visualizing a 3D geometric object, i.e., any object
located in a 3D universe (x,y,z) and built from one of the geometric primitives (point, curve, surface,
and solid) defined within the spatial schema ISO 19107:2003 [18], requires a virtual camera, which
acts as a real camera since it “converts electromagnetic radiation from an object into an image of that
object and projects the image onto a surface” [19]. In this research, the 3D geometric object is in three
dimensions and the projection surface is plane. Then, a 3D viewpoint of the object can be produced
based on the configuration of three parameters [20]: The camera position, orientation, and the focal
length. The camera position and orientation are 3D vectors that, respectively, represent a 3D location
and a 3D viewing direction into the world coordinate system. The focal length is the distance between
the projection center and projection plane, which sets the field of view associated to a camera position
and location. In this paper, this parameter is set to infinite as we only deal with parallel projections.
Finally, note that, in the case of computer animation combining multiple points of view, a vision time
can be given to a 3D viewpoint. Figure 1 illustrates the previous parameters (from [17]).
The specific purpose of the Viewpoint Management Algorithm (VMA) is to provide an automatic
3D viewpoint that completely visualizes a set of 3D geometric objects. Technically, the algorithm
computes the most appropriate camera position and orientation that maximize the 3D geometric
objects’ view area within the user’s viewport, i.e., the visualization window inside the 2D screen (e.g.,
desktop computer, laptop, and tablet). To date, the viewport is a visualization window inside a 2D
desktop display.
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Figure 1. A 3D viewpoint and its components: Camera position, orientation, focal length, and vision
time (from [17]).

1.3. Case Study and Research Questions
While our algorithm has already been used in archeology for facilitating the knowledge
dissemination of an ancient mosaic in France [21], it has not been assessed for achieving visual tasks
(e.g., the Bertin’s interpretation tasks of associativity, selectivity, order, and quantitative perceptions [22])
yet, which is the purpose of this article. It aims to validate the algorithm usability within the given
context of facility management based on the BIM model, as it might constitute a promising solution to
assist assets management. A specific case study has been designed and refers to a selectivity visual task,
which is defined according to Bertin [22] as the capacity to visually extract all 3D geometric objects
belonging to a given category, and to perceive the image produced by this category. We specifically use
color (hue) as the visual variable as it has been shown that it is one of the most promising solutions for
supplying a selectivity task [23,24].
In this article, the visual task consists in visually counting bad condition assets within a 3D
building model. The proposed case study extends another one presented in [10] where 3D visualization
is used to identify potential causes of too-high-temperature incidents in a building. In this case
study, 3D visualization aims to assist the company in charge of building safety, in particular in the
assessment of an ongoing too-hot incident and the most appropriate response to emergency services.
We hypothesize that there exists at least one optimal 3D viewpoint for visualizing a set of 3D geometric
objects and that this point of view is a function of the objects’ view area inside the viewport.
Then, we aim to confirm or reject the suitability of this 3D point of view for visual counting of a
set of objects within a virtual 3D building model, which is carried out with the use of the usability
criterion. Indeed, usability is the most common variable for user-centered evaluation studies [25], and
it has already been discussed and employed in the visualization of 3D building models, especially
in the 3D cadastre field [26,27]. Recently, this criterion has even been considered in the evaluation
of transparency for delimitating property units with their physical counterparts [28]. According to
the ISO 9241-11, usability refers to the “extent to which a system, product or service can be used by
specific users to achieve specified goals with effectiveness, efficiency, and satisfaction in a specified
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context of use”. Within the literature, there exists multiple interpretations linked to these three criteria
(effectiveness, efficiency, and satisfaction). In this paper, we refer to the definitions proposed in [29]:
1.
2.
3.

Effectiveness, i.e., how well users accomplish their objectives with the system;
Efficiency, i.e., the resources used to accomplish the objectives;
Satisfaction, i.e., users’ feelings about the use of the system.

In this paper, only two quality conditions have been considered: Effectiveness and Satisfaction.
Effectiveness is measured by three distinct indicators: The success rate in performing the visual
counting, the accuracy with which the visual counting is executed, and the amount of time required to
visually detect one 3D geometric object on the condition that the visual counting has been accomplished
with success. Finally, satisfaction is measured by the participants’ certainty in achieving the visual
task. Note that the participant’s certitude has been preferred to his/her satisfaction for a more visual
task-centric appreciation, similar to [28]. To sum up, four quality indicators are considered:
•
•
•
•

The success rate in performing the visual task;
The accuracy with which the visual task is executed;
The certainty degree with which the user undertakes the visual task;
The speed in carrying out the visual task.

Ultimately, the usability of the 3D viewpoint maximizing the 3D geometric objects’ view area
inside the viewport is also assessed according to the user’s attributes, i.e., his/her background training,
his/her decision-making level and his/her experience in 3D visualization.
1.4. Software Architecture
Whilst initially developed into a client-side application, we propose in this paper the first VMA
implementation within a complete RESTful web application with the visualization and processing stages
divided between the client and the server. This has been made possible by the use of Node.js, a Javascript
runtime (built on Chrome’s V8 Javascript engine) that offers a Javascript environment server-side. As
seen in Figure 2, the 3D spatial data visualization is performed on any HTML5-compatible browser
through the WebGL API, while the best 3D viewpoint computation is supplied remotely by the server.
Contrary to a client-side application, this architecture better addresses the end-users’ needs as it does
not require powerful visualization tools in terms of computer memories and high-end graphics boards.
Moreover, the application tends to be more seamless.

Figure 2. A complete RESTful web application managing the 3D viewpoint. The 3D visualization
process is carried out client-side (via WebGL) while the computation process is supplied server-side
thanks to Node.js and three.js (from [17]).
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Technically, the client connects to the website of the application, from which he/she can upload a
3D model. Then, he/she is able to filter, map, and render the spatial data as a function of the semantic
information that he/she intends to display. Once the latter has been carried out, the client sends the 3D
model with its mapping and rendering aspects to the server via the WebSocket API. After that, the
server recreates a partial copy of the 3D model based on the client’s visual configuration. The geometric
objects of the 3D scene are then divided into two categories: The objects of interest (i.e., the subjects of
the study) and the visualization context objects (i.e., the additional surrounding features). The data
are then processed and the server sends the results to the client, i.e., two sets of three-dimensional
coordinates, which optimally locate and orientate the camera in the 3D scene in order to maximize the
visibility of the objects of interest within the viewport.
The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 is dedicated to the experimentation design and
illustrates the study case. Section 3 statistically analyzes the results, while Section 4 discusses the
outcomes, presents the research limitations, and addresses perspectives.
2. Experimentation design
2.1. Empirical Approach
As it has been reported that the data visualization field requires empirical evidence to support its
development [30], an empirical approach is employed in this paper to answer the research questions.
Moreover, this scientific method also constitutes the cornerstone of user-centered design in software
development [31].
Technically, the empirical study was carried out in the form of interviews with the use of an online
questionnaire, which has the advantages of simultaneously dealing with a larger number of participants
and automating the data recording. Within this questionnaire, participants have to answer a set of
twelve independent tests that always provide the same questions and potential answers. Note that
the visualization techniques applied to the 3D model are kept constant throughout the questionnaire,
which means that the 3D viewpoint and the set of selected assets are the only parameters that change
over time.
We specifically invited several groups of experts to participate in the survey and complementary
information was provided to improve the visual task understanding. Whilst this strategy is more
restrictive than a real online questionnaire released on the web in terms of participant numbers [32], it
guarantees a better comprehension of the task to be undertaken and therefore more reliable results
(even with a smaller sample size). Indeed, it has been shown that only five participants already detect
80% of usability issues [33].
2.2. 3D Building Model
The case study was carried out on an existing architectural and mechanical, electrical and plumbing
(MEP) project provided by Autodesk Revit from which a non-textured black and white 3D model
was extracted. Then, we hypothesized that a computer maintenance management system (CMMS)
was integrated to the BIM model, which enabled a constant asset condition update through multiple
sensors located inside the building, similar to [10]. Figure 3 illustrates the 3D building model and
shows some windows in red as an example of visual detection of rooms with an internal too-high
temperature. Only a small set of assets from the initial BIM model was kept in order to enhance the
overall visibility of the 3D model. Furthermore, the black and white appearance enables a better visual
contrast between the highlighted windows and the surrounding environment. Transparency was then
applied to all windows to improve the realism of the model and consequently its visual understanding.
Ultimately, the lighting of the 3D model consists of a global ambient light and a directional light emitted
from the camera location in the direction of the 3D model, which specifically enhances the lighting in
the viewing direction of highlighted windows. Note that a shading effect is also produced as it assists
in revealing the objects’ shape.
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Figure 3. A 3D building model and example of visual detection of rooms with an internal
too-high temperature.

Then, the case study consisted for the participant in visually counting the number of highlighted
windows within the 3D model from one or multiple 3D viewpoints. Twelve fictive internal too-high
temperature incidents were created and were either visualized from:
•
•
•

The traditional four side points of view (4 simulations out of 12);
A single side point of view, i.e., either from a front, back, left, or right viewpoint (4 simulations
out of 12);
Or a point of view that maximizes the visibility of 3D geometric objects’ view area inside the
viewport, and is provided by the viewpoint management algorithm (4 simulations of out 12).

Note that the simulations are independent of each other, which means that there is no correlation
between the tests; all configurations are possible and might partially reappear. As a result, the carryover
effect is avoided. Furthermore, the overall complexity linked to the visual counting achievement is kept
as constant as possible among the three sorts of point of view. Indeed, the four simulations linked to each
kind of viewpoint include the visual counting of either four, five, six, or seven highlighted windows.
2.3. Online Questionaire
The online questionnaire has been built as a website designed with Bootstrap, an open-source
front-end framework. It incorporates a MySQL server for storing the participants’ profile and their
responses. The questionnaire contains three main sections:
1.

2.

3.

The first section is related to the participant’s attributes. For this purpose, the participant must
answer four questions linked to: His/her training background, the decision level to which he/she
usually works, his/her frequency of visualizing 3D building models, his/her potential color
perception deficiency.
The second section presents the 3D building model of the survey, sets the context of the case
study, and proposes a demonstration test from which the participant gets acquainted with the
questions and the procedure for answering.
The third section is the survey. The participant must answer twelve questions related to fictive
too-high temperature incidents occurring inside the building. As a reminder, three kinds of
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viewpoint are provided: The traditional four side points of view, a single point of view, and the
point of view provided by the viewpoint management algorithm.
Figure 4 illustrates the first section of the questionnaire with the four questions related to the
participant’s profile. Figure 5 shows the contextual setting of the survey and Figure 6 displays the first
three simulations of the survey. As shown in Figure 6, the participant must answer two questions for
each simulation:
•
•

Question 1: How many distinct windows are highlighted in red in the 3D model?
Question 2: What is the degree of certainty of your answer? Possible options: Totally certain,
quite certain, quite uncertain, and totally uncertain.

The first question aims to measure the effectiveness parameter, i.e., the participant’s ability to
visually count the number of bad condition assets within the 3D model correctly. The purpose of the
second question is to measure the satisfaction linked to the visual counting task, i.e., the certainty
with which the participant answers the first question. Then, the response time to complete the task is
also stored as a measurement of the effectiveness criterion. Note that the timer is not activated for the
traditional four side points of view. Indeed, the analysis of four images inevitably entails a longer
response time compared to a single point of view. Finally, since the number of objects to be visually
detected impacts the overall response time, the latter is reduced to a visual counting time per object in
the statistical analysis.
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Figure 4. Website: Participants’ attributes (section 1 of the questionnaire).

Figure 5. Website: Contextual setting of the survey (section 2 of the questionnaire).
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Figure 6. Website: The first three simulations of the survey (section 3 of the questionnaire).

3. Results
3.1. Participants’ Profile
Accessible through a consistent URL (3dviewpoint-survey.uliege.be), the website was visited by
48 participants from May to July 2019. Among these participants, six suffered from color perception
deficiency and six did not fully complete the questionnaire. The statistical analysis was thus performed
on a set of 36 participants with the following characteristics:
•
•

Background training: 13 surveyors, 13 engineers, nine architects, and one expert from the
industry construction.
Decision-making level: Most of the participants (27 out of 36) usually work at the technical level
(i.e., in the architectural, structural, or systems design phases); six work at the operational level
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(i.e., in the planning, construction, or maintenance phases); and three participants work at the
strategic level (i.e., in the assets management and their allocation).
3D visualization experience: More than half of the participants (29 out of 36) were used to
visualizing 3D building models: 21 on a regular basis (i.e., more than ten times a year) and 8
more sporadically (i.e., less than ten time a year). Note that only seven participants had never
visualized 3D building models before the experiment.

3.2. Statistical Analysis: Overview
The statistical analysis was carried out with the software environment R. Four distinct statistical
methods were applied to answer the five research questions: The exact binomial test, the Student’s test,
the Anova (one-way), and the Chi-2 test. They are summarized in Table 1 and discussed in more detail
in the next sections.
Table 1. Research questions and associated statistical methods.
Research
Question

Criterion

Type of Input Data

Statistical Method

Alpha

Success rate
Accuracy
Speed
Certainty

Effectiveness
Effectiveness
Effectiveness
Satisfaction

Quantitative (ratio and discrete)
Quantitative (ratio and continuous)
Quantitative (ratio and continuous)
Qualitative (ordinal)

Exact binomial
Student’s t test
ANOVA (one-way)
Chi-2

5%
5%
5%
5%

3.3. Is a 3D Viewpoint Based on the Maximization of 3D Geometric Objects’ View Area More Successful for
Visual Counting of a Set of Objects Within a Virtual 3D Building Model?
The exact binomial test shows that maximizing the 3D geometric objects’ view area inside the
viewport significantly improves the achievement of a visual selectivity task compared to the traditional
four side points of view. The overall mean success rate associated to the four side points of view is
around 59.7%, while it reaches 100% for the point of view generated by the viewpoint management
algorithm (Figure 7). Note that the exact binomial test has been preferred to the standard binomial
test as the 3D viewpoint that maximizes the 3D geometric objects’ view area did not meet the initial
application condition of a standard binomial test; n*p*q was lower than nine (n being the number of
observations, p the probability of success, and q the probability of failure).
3.4. Is a 3D Viewpoint Based on the Maximization of 3D Geometric Objects’ View Area More Accurate for
Visual Counting of a Set of Objects Within a Virtual 3D Building Model?
The Student’s t-test shows that maximizing the 3D geometric objects’ view area significantly
improves the accuracy with which the participants complete the visual counting (p-value:
6.7 × 10−15 < 0.05). As shown in Figure 8, all participants were able to constantly count the exact
number of windows from this 3D viewpoint. On the contrary, the use of the traditional four side points
of view usually caused an error of one window within the detection process of at least one test.
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Figure 7. Exact binomial test. Visual counting success rate associated to the 3D viewpoint maximizing
the 3D geometric objects’ view area inside the viewpoint (the best 3D point of view) and the traditional
four side 3D points of view.

Figure 8. Distribution of absolute differences between the theoretical and user’s visual counting values
per view type. 4POV: The traditional four side points of view; BPOV: The best point of view, i.e., the
viewpoint maximizing the 3D geometric objects’ view area within the viewport.
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3.5. Does a 3D Viewpoint Based on the Maximization of 3D Geometric Objects’ View Area Enhance the User’s
Certainty When Visually Counting a Set of Objects within a Virtual 3D Building Model?
Prior to the statistical Chi-2 test, the initial measurement scale was reduced to two categories in
order to meet the minimum number of observations per class (5). To achieve that, the frequencies
associated to the totally uncertain, quite uncertain, and quite certain classes were merged; the totally
certain class was not rearranged. Then, the application of the Chi-2 test showed that maximizing the
3D geometric objects’ view area significantly improves the degree of certainty of participants when
achieving the counting task (p-value: 2.2 × 10−16 < 0.05). As shown in Figure 9, participants are usually
totally certain (category 3) when performing the visual counting from this point of view. In contrast,
they are generally less confident when dealing with the traditional four side points of view. Besides,
note that the participants were never uncertain when performing the visual task with the best point of
view. They were at least quite certain of their answer.

Figure 9. Distribution of users’ certainty degree in performing the visual counting per view type; 4POV:
The traditional four side points of view; BPOV: The best point of view, i.e., the viewpoint maximizing
the 3D geometric objects’ view area within the viewport. The categories 0, 1, and 2 (respectively, totally
uncertain, quite uncertain, and quite certain) have been merged to meet the minimum number of
observations per class (5).

3.6. Does a 3D Viewpoint Based on the Maximization of 3D Geometric Objects’ View Area Make the Visual
Counting of a Set of Objects Faster within a Virtual 3D Building Model?
Before conducting the ANOVA, the response time was firstly reduced to a visual counting time
per object. Furthermore, only response times related to questions correctly answered were considered
in the statistical analysis. Performed on these time values, the statistical analysis shows no significant
difference in speed between the single side point of view and the viewpoint maximizing the 3D
geometric objects’ view area inside the viewport (p-value: 0.07 > 0.05). The average visual detection
speed per object is around 1.57 s, while it reaches 2.0 s with the side point of view. Figure 10 displays
the distribution of all registered visual counting times per object, which are grouped by view type.
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Note that two outliers (from the single side point of view) were visually removed to improve the
reading; their values exceeded 24 s. Whilst no significant difference could not be demonstrated (at
the confidence level of 95%), it is worth noticing that the single side point of view shows a higher
variability in the response times compared to the viewpoint that maximizes the 3D objects’ visibility.

Figure 10. One-way ANOVA. Visual counting speed per view type associated to the 3D viewpoint
maximizing the 3D geometric object’s view area inside the viewpoint (the best 3D point of view) and
the single side 3D points of view.

3.7. Do The User’s Attributes (Background Training, Decision-Making Level, Experience in 3D Visualization)
Influence the Usability of the 3D Viewpoint that Maximizes the 3D Geometric Objects’ View Area Inside
the Viewport?
As all participants of the survey successfully detected the right number of bad condition assets
with the 3D precomputed viewpoint, there is thus no effect on the success and accuracy criteria. Since
there was only one participant from the construction industry, this attribute was not taken into account
in the statistical analysis of the users’ certainty and the visual counting time. The results seem to
show that the training background, the decision-making level, and the experience in 3D visualization
have no significant effect on the response time (at the confidence level of 95%). The results tend also
to indicate that the training background, the decision-making level (except for the strategic level for
which the number of observations per category did not meet the statistical test conditions), and the
experience in 3D visualization have no significant effect on the level of certainty.
4. Discussion
4.1. Back to the Research Questions
Within the given framework of facility management, the results support that a 3D viewpoint
that maximizes the visibility of 3D geometric objects inside the viewport improves the effectiveness
(both in terms of success rate and accuracy) and certainty of a visual counting task compared to the
traditional four side points of view. The statistical analyses even show that these two criteria are highly
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enhanced (p-value < 0.001). This aspect is essential from the perspective of including the 3D spatial
data visualization in the decision-making procedures, especially when it comes to safety procedures.
In the case of fire detection or propagation, the company in charge of the building safety might, for
instance, provide a quicker and better evaluation to the emergency services. The deployment of
required resources (both human and material) might then be enhanced and lead to facilitating the
work in the field.
However, the hypothesis that the proposed point of view makes the visual counting of objects
faster compared to a single side point of view could not be demonstrated at the 5% significance
threshold. However, we can still notice that the 3D best point of view shows a lower variance, which
may be explained by a higher consistency in the visibility of 3D geometric objects within the viewport.
Moreover, the single side point of view greatly limited the choice of objects to be visualized due to
their visibility requirement inside the viewport; the objects were usually close to each other, which
may have facilitated the visual task achievement and reduced its completion time. In contrast, the
precomputed point of view was applied on a more scattered spatial distribution of objects, which is
more representative in practice. As a result, although no significant effect could be found, the proposed
point of view still seems a promising solution for conducting a visual selective task as it still performs
the task faster than the four traditional side points of view and is more suitable for actual scenarios in
facility management.
Finally, the visual counting time per object linked to the best 3D viewpoint is not influenced by
the background training, the decision-making level, and the experience in 3D visualization. The same
applies to the certainty degree of the 3D best point of view, except for the strategic level for which the
number of observations per category did not meet the statistical test conditions. To deeply analyze the
effect of this decision-making level on the certainty degree, a higher number of participants is required
and is vital to develop user-centered design strategies.
4.2. 3D Viewpoint in the 3D Geovisualization Process
Within the 3D geovisualization process, the results tend to support the key role of the 3D viewpoint
in achieving specific visual tasks. While the visualization techniques applied to the 3D building model
were kept constant throughout the experiment, we show that the achievement of a selective task
(visual counting) can be greatly enhanced from a suitable 3D point of view. Initially included into the
rendering aspect as variables of vision [34], the camera settings should be removed and considered as
an external processing stage as they clearly impact the completion of the visual task independently of
the mapping and rendering aspects.
Beyond the theoretical outcomes, this work also proposes a first RESTful web application for
managing the 3D viewpoint of spatial data. Developed as a client-server application that can leverage
the power of remote computers, the application could become a promising operational solution to be
incorporated to existing online 3D viewers. This architecture could even be deployed on any kind
of device (from desktop computers and laptops to tablets and smartphones), as the processing stage
is performed remotely. The only parameters sent by the server to the client are two sets of three
dimension coordinates that automatically locate and orient the camera inside the 3D scene. Note that
these two sets of coordinates could even be incorporated into the visualization of the OGC Web Terrain
Service as a powerful way to improve the understanding of the 3D scene [35]. For that purpose, the 3D
coordinates of the best camera location should be converted into the OGC specifications: The distance
from the point of interest (which is the 3D vector that fits the camera viewing direction provided by
the algorithm), the pitch, the yaw, and the raw angles from this point of interest.
4.3. Limitations and Perspectives
First of all, only 36 experts participated in the survey, which is too small for the development of
real user-centered design strategies. Consequently, the results must be interpreted with caution and a
higher number of participants is required to achieve a greater confidence in the findings. Whilst the
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questionnaire was only deployed on the web for facilitating access during the interviews, no publicity
actions were undertaken to introduce the questionnaire to a wider audience. Yet, this latter step should
be required in the future in order to increase the sample size, although it does not guarantee the same
degree of reliability as for interviews. Note that professional social networking sites (e.g., LinkedIn)
could also be used so as to reach worldwide experts from the field.
Then, the visual counting task was only carried out on the windows of the 3D building, i.e., on
objects visible from the outside. A more practical use case in facility management also requires 3D assets
located inside the building, e.g., temperature or carbon monoxide sensors, ducts, and cabling. Since
these objects are fundamentally occluded from an exterior 3D point of view, additional visualization
techniques should be simultaneously applied (see [36] for a taxonomy of 3D occlusion management
techniques).
Then, the experiment was only performed on one specific selective task: Visual counting. However,
the selectivity interpretation task includes other assignments, such as the location of one or multiple
asset(s) and the evaluation of the spatial relationship between assets. The last one might require a step
prior to the 3D viewpoint computation, for instance, the extraction of the 3D geometric object to be
visualized (e.g., a 3D surface or volume representing the spatial intersection between two assets).
Furthermore, the maximization of the 3D geometric objects’ visibility within the viewport was
used as the only indicator that defined the viewpoint optimality criterion. This choice was driven by
the selective task (visual counting) and the visualization conditions (the objects of interest were clearly
contrasted from their surrounding). In the future, new or additional indicators could be proposed to
specifically meet the requirements of other visual tasks. For that matter, an existing list of descriptors
can be found in [37–40].
Beyond its use in facility management, the viewpoint management algorithm could be extended
to the design phase of a building as a way to facilitate the understanding and solution of clash (or
collision) detection. To date, current BIM software already provides algorithms to automatically detect
clashes among architectural, structural, and MEP components [41], along with a log and clash images.
However, we noted that the software illustrations are not based on any specific design guidance. A
3D viewpoint management module linked to suitable visualization techniques could enhance the
comprehension and solution of clash detections.
Finally, the present proposal is only applied on 3D spatial data visualized through 2D screens.
With the ongoing and growing development of virtual reality, the automatic 3D viewpoint selection
could assist immersive guided tours, such as fly and walk-troughs, for better interaction with the
designed space. For instance, it could be a part of a BIM-game system, i.e., an approach integrating both
building information modeling and gaming, to improve architectural visualization and education [42].
In such systems, the algorithm could also enhance the visualization and understanding of simulations
of physical building dynamics and behaviors of virtual building users.
5. Conclusions
In this paper, we propose the preliminary experiment to validate the general hypothesis that
there exists at least one optimal 3D viewpoint for visualizing a set of 3D geometric objects and that
this point of view is a function of the objects’ view area inside the viewport. Applied to visual
counting of assets based on a BIM model in facility management, the study shows that visual counting
success is significantly enhanced with a 3D viewpoint that maximizes the 3D geometric objects’ view
area compared to the traditional four side points of view. The same is also true with respect to the
certainty with which users undertake the visual task. In facility management, the viewpoint processing
algorithm could therefore enhance the safety monitoring of buildings and the communication process
with emergency services. The algorithm could even be a part of existing 3D online viewers, as it is
already implemented as a web application.
The findings from this research also enrich the knowledge in the 3D geovisualization field as they
stress the importance of the 3D viewpoint as a key parameter in the visualization process of 3D models.
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Moreover, only a few works in the domain use the experimental approach to validate their results,
making the developed experimental setup innovative. In the future, 3D geovisualization-related
studies could thus take advantage of this scientific approach.
In this paper, the hypothesis that a 3D viewpoint that maximizes the 3D geometric objects’ view
area makes the visual counting of 3D geometric objects faster compared to a single side point of view
could not be demonstrated. However, the statistical analysis shows promising results, leading to the
conducting of additional surveys. This work also lays the foundation of eventual future investigations
in the 3D viewpoint usability evaluation, in terms of visual tasks to be performed, 3D objects to be
visualized, and 3D visualization supports.
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